JAVITS TO SPEAK ON CONSTITUTION

By JAMES JACOB JAVITS

Sen. Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.) will speak in Irvine Auditorium Monday morning at 10 a.m. as part of a commencement exercises program.

All three of the regional speakers of the state legislatures have already confirmed that they will be in the area on this afternoon.

Using the example of the New York state legislature, he said that the state government was also in a similar crisis only 12 weeks ago. As Karami's move hurled Lebanon into a war, the government was on the brink of collapse. The draft resister recognized the threat to the country and said that the government must act. He challenged the country to take the necessary steps in their own lives that could be considered permanent. He said, "If we don't do something, our enemy will do it for us." He ended with a call to action: "We are the country, and we must act."
Long summer

What do powerless groups do within a societal structure which denies them the power to make decisions? They do so, and in this case, they do so within the inner-city structure which not only ignores the strengthened controls of outer-city society but which also aesthetically evaluates it as well? How do they react to a university which dictates what they must learn, and a government which not only dictates how they must live, and incredibly, whom they must fight?

The answer is, as we have seen, simple. The powerless groups are all, in fact, on a plane of existence which is separate from the entrance decision- making strata of which they are not a part. This is a strata which is composed of unshaken rage, born of centuries of being shut out, blacks taken to the streets. Protest groups are constantly rallied for their lack of civil rights, and for the dissatisfaction they create, and are generally argued that organized protest is largely ineffective, and consequently even harmful to the goals of the group, because of the uniformity of public reaction.

But it is clear that student protests have affected change both on the campus, and, to a lesser extent, within the government. It is also clear that cities are growing great, although often unconsolable to a community that is increasingly hostile and vocal black society.

Why has it happened? How have the on-campus activities of Princeton's students, operational, such as organized protest, without offering a better one is falacious, as is criticizing protest in all forms, without pointing to a better means.

Professor Michael Parente has pointed out those who assume that American style democracy is built on the forces of reason, and morality have only half the picture in front of them. And those who believe that change is brought about which is the essence of the American notion of change, there just wasn't enough qualified blacks to go around. What happened in these five short years that the quality of American collegiate education has increased so dramatically? We must double our efforts to increase any larger number of blacks with a massive educational revolution. We have increased at least one in 10 students black.

Five years ago, not one of these schools was prepared to take the problem of black admissions. Now, all these schools have increased their numbers.

The question which arises is whether those by the Ivy League schools, which last semester freed freshman classes with one in 10 students black.

Proud that we are indeed three months closer to a solution means. We do not disparage other modes of change, but it is a psychological imperative that the universities make serious efforts into the decision-making strata of which they are not a part. This is a strata which is composed of unleashed rage, born of centuries of being shut out, blacks taken to the streets. Protest groups are constantly rallied for their lack of civil rights, and for the dissatisfaction they create, and are generally argued that organized protest is largely ineffective, and consequently even harmful to the goals of the group, because of the uniformity of public reaction.
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Individual majors provide flexibility

by Bob Fenniger

Despite the recent accretion as freedom in course selection, few undergraduates at the University are aware of the opportunities for major program flexibility available to them.

Chairman of the Committee on Special Programs, almost any student can design his own individual major program.

In order to have his major approved, a student must find an advisor at his own choosing, with whom he elects all the courses included in his planned major program. Then, the program is drawn up, and signed by the Committee on Special Programs, a nine-member body composed of faculty of the College and College for Women, counselors from the student body, and the chairman of the Committee,

Dr. David Williams explained that the prerequisites for a good program are the following:

The major should involve a set of courses intended to cross-cut the traditional subjects, building to a certain extent it should include several major courses involving individual attention on an individual project—whether a seminar or conference course, or a thesis.

As would be expected, these special major-recovery varied in nature. Some are nondepartmental majors ( courses from history, sociology, and economics), Some are departmental majors. An example is the natural sciences major involving biology, chemistry, and physics. All of these examples are nondepartmental majors ( courses from history, sociology, and economics). Some are departmental majors. An example is the natural sciences major involving biology, chemistry, and physics. All of these examples are nondepartmental majors.

EMERGENCE OF THE UNIVERSITY, 6 P.M.-7:30 P.M., HUBER 190; COCOM. to inform interested faculty members of the University's support for the Committee on Special Programs. Wednesday, April 26, at 7 P.M. Art and Auditory.


THE COMMITTEE on Special Programs in the College of Arts and Letters, Frick Chapel at 9:30 to 11 P.M.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.


THE COMMITTEE on Special Programs in the College of Arts and Letters, Frick Chapel at 9:30 to 11 P.M.

12th Street, Monday through Friday, April 25. 1969

Individual majors Campus events

CAMPUS AGENDA

THE BACKWARDS "Greenwich Village Times" A Trip Through Time and for them OK," a jazz group with Dennis Ragan's percussionist and young audience at 800 13th, lunch hour, 12 noon. Music, Drama, and Art Department.

HUMOR PERFORMANCES. Producers take all that week at 3001 Fifth, Call Fl 2-3525, US 24 pipelines. All performances are free. Producers take all that week at 3001 Fifth, Call Fl 2-3525, US 24 pipelines. All performances are free.
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Day claims funds ready for housing

By MARK SCHOFIELD

The $10 million for community re-
newal which the University promised
to raise recently by a part of the agree-
ment between the trustees and the
fellows of the University and the
Hamill Housing, Inc. (RH1), division of
Renewal Housing, Inc. (RH1), of HUD.

The chairman of the board said
that local commercial
banks have organized a pool of funds
and insurance companies have pledged
one billion dollars for low-rental
developments.

Dy said the problem is getting
money to the bank in the required
form. He said the next step in the
procedure for receiving federal assist-
care is the myriad of forms to
file, each of which has to be
in order.

For a project to receive insurance,
consideration or mortgages as
required of all offers, the
Chairman of the board said that the
Federal Housing Authority (FHA), division
of HUD, makes many demands.
The FHA makes sure that
the proper forms are filed and
that all the necessary
papers are in order.

The chairman of the board said
that the Federal Housing
Authority (FHA) makes sure that
the proper forms are filed and
that all the necessary
papers are in order.

Graham agreed that the red tape
involved in the procedure for
getting projects approved and
approved has made visible progress on
the availability of such funds.
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Discount Grand Opening

OFF OUR NEAREST STORE

44th & SPRUCE

CELEBRATE WITH US WITH MONEY SAVING COUPONS
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$230 ROUND TRIP TO LONDON - $250 ROUND TRIP TO PARIS/AMSTERDAM AND LONDON BY SCHEDULED JETS OF MAJOR AIRLINES. Several departures this summer. Write for brochure to Division NSA, Travel Wholesalers, ITT Building, Washington, D.C. 20036.

What’s such a “funny” book doing with such a sad title?

Professor Willism must Die is novel by Paul Rader

Because a sad title gives just the right twist of the knife to what is surely the year’s most insidious, most devastating satire. All about a student uprising that makes Columbia look like a convent.

"Funny and trenchant."—BARBARA A. BANNON, Publishers’ Weekly

$4.95. now at your bookstore

THE DIAL PRESS

COLLEGE MEN & COLLEGE WOMEN SUMMER JOBS

FULL TIME WORK THIS SUMMER

* 15  $1,000 CASH SCHOLARSHIPS
* EARN IN EXCESS OF $133 PER WEEK
* PLENTY OF TIME FOR BOATING, SWIMMING AND GOLF
* WIN ONE OF MANY ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIPS TO LONDON, ENGLAND.
* SOME QUALIFIED STUDENTS MAY OVERSEAS NEXT SUMMER

BASIC REQUIREMENTS:
1. OVER 18 (OR HAVE WORKING PAPERS)
2. 6 MONTHS OF COLLEGE
3. NEAT APPEARANCE

THOSE WHO SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE THE SUMMER MAY CONTINUE ASSOCIATION WITH US NEXT SUMMER ON PART TIME BASIS.

INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CALL MR. COOK

PHILA. 546-0260
CAMDEN 609-964-5859
READING 373-3849
WILKESBARRE 717-822-1956
ATLANTIC CITY 609-344-8258

DR. OLDSMOBILE'S UI-31

Getting into an air-inducted head-turner these days is a snap. If you don't mind swallowing a rather large and lumpy chunk of price tag. Well, the good Doc, bless him, has just crowbarred the rule book all out of shape to bring you a minimum-weight, 350-cube, cold-air honker for less than the average nickel-nursing family sedan!

And on that family steed, you're not too likely to find behemoth front air scoopers, cold-air carb, high-overlap cam, minimum combustion chamber volume, oversized valves, low-restriction dual exhausts, or an Anti-Spin axle (to 4.66-to-1).

And if you'd like to order more, order more! New heavy-duty FE-2 suspension with front and rear stabilizers. Close- or wide-ratio 4-speeds.

DR. OLDSMOBILE'S W-31

Make your escape from the ordinary.

COMING THIS SUMMER

TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
The noted historian Dr. Benjamin Quarles asserted Wednesday that blacks formed a "vital" role in colonial and revolutionary America. In an address entitled "Black Americans in America," Quarles, a professor of history at Morgan State College, said the war that "many Americans believe was fought independently of the race," did so in the cause for their "subordinate role."

The 64-year-old Quarles traced the history of the black man from his arrival in America until the years directly following the Revolutionary War. This talk was the second in an eight-part series on "The Negro in America," sponsored by the Morgan-Pennsylvania Cooperative Project.

Quarles said that the white-browed era had been divided into three periods: "1. Pre-Revolutionary War," "2. Revolutionary War," and "3. Post-Revolutionary War." The last period of the Revolutionary War, Quarles continued, was characterized by the presence of "away American behavior." As a result of this, blacks were a major part of the state's skilled work force during the colonial period, the entire Connecticut crew. In addition Quarles asserted that the North got rich off black slaves. The wealth of the North was based on the slave trade. America," Quarles, a professor of history at Morgan State College, said, between slaves and masters," when a shortage of soldiers developed in America," Quarles maintained. "The role of black merchandise was emphasized by the employment of black soldiers.

"Lincoln and the Negro" added, "the role of black merchandise was emphasized by the employment of black soldiers, the freedom of the soldiers was voted on. In return for service in the British army blacks were promised their freedom. However, Quarles added, "very few blacks were able to escape to the north. It was not until the years directly following the Revolutionary War. The first man killed during this struggle, the Shaw University graduate commented, was Crispus Attucks, a black man, at the Boston Massacre in 1770. And Quarles continued, although the leaders of the Revolution were resistant to use blacks as soldiers, "they didn't want to disturb the relations between slaves and masters." When a shortage of soldiers developt in the Continental Army and Navy began to employ black soldiers and sailors.

The British crew turned to the black labor supply to fill the ranks of their army. In return for service in the British army blacks were promised their freedom. However, Quarles added, "very few blacks were able to escape to the north. It was not until the years directly following the Revolutionary War. The first man killed during this struggle, the Shaw University graduate commented, was Crispus Attucks, a black man, at the Boston Massacre in 1770. And Quarles continued, although the leaders of the Revolution were resistant to use blacks as soldiers, "they didn't want to disturb the relations between slaves and masters." When a shortage of soldiers developed in the Continental Army and Navy began to employ black soldiers and sailors.
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"Lincoln and the Negro" added, "the role of black merchandise was emphasized by the employment of black soldiers, the freedom of the soldiers was voted on. In return for service in the British army blacks were promised their freedom. However, Quarles added, "very few blacks were able to escape to the north. It was not until the years directly following the Revolutionary War. The first man killed during this struggle, the Shaw University graduate commented, was Crispus Attucks, a black man, at the Boston Massacre in 1770. And Quarles continued, although the leaders of the Revolution were resistant to use blacks as soldiers, "they didn't want to disturb the relations between slaves and masters." When a shortage of soldiers developed in the Continental Army and Navy began to employ black soldiers and sailors.

"Lincoln and the Negro" added, "the role of black merchandise was emphasized by the employment of black soldiers, the freedom of the soldiers was voted on. In return for service in the British army blacks were promised their freedom. However, Quarles added, "very few blacks were able to escape to the north. It was not until the years directly following the Revolutionary War. The first man killed during this struggle, the Shaw University graduate commented, was Crispus Attucks, a black man, at the Boston Massacre in 1770. And Quarles continued, although the leaders of the Revolution were resistant to use blacks as soldiers, "they didn't want to disturb the relations between slaves and masters." When a shortage of soldiers developed in the Continental Army and Navy began to employ black soldiers and sailors.
Council
(Continued from page 1)
lacking an appointed snatch. John
Holmstrom, dean of the GSAS, has
noticed, after two weeks of declara-
tion, to certify the GSA as repre-
sentative of the school, and that the
organization is unable to oppose representa-
tives to the University Council. GSA is the only or-
ganization in that regard.

"It is extremely important for both
the local, national, and inter-
national community." McCloud ob-
jected the idea of putting students
on the Council "an act of faith" with
the University Council.

The member-elect of the council
was appointed by the provost for student affairs, stressed
that "recognize the difference between
men or working part-time, he said, the low
participating age "must to diverse
the University Council.

"I hesitate to impute any ill-will out
of these U.S. citizens, who develop a
revision the elections for the
meantime. He is one of seven members.

"I am a little bit unhappy
in the poor turnout for the election.

The Rev. Jack Russell, vice-
renact a student must be matri-
fried in a school where there exists
mittee of the University Council. To
be appointed, a student must be matri-
iproved students. John
Chadwick, dean of the GSAS, has
governed a committee.

"However, since the elections for the
council, he believes that "the elections of all "mean has to begin within our-
self." Marpillie was appointed by the
valentines for the state. He argued that
service for the state. He argued that
overwhelming approval.

Robert Eaton, who was arrested
at Thursday night’s convocation.

The Rascals, from Philadelphia, are
imprisoned for security, impressed
that all appointed students will have
to be approved by the provost com-
mittee. The first is because he four-
that "the elections of all "mean has to begin within our-
self."

Burglaries of the Committee have
been in evidence on College
Campus, but, members of the University, as
administration organizations, on
up tables in front of College Hall.

We wish to extend our most hearty thanks to
the President and Executive Board of the Romance
Languages Club of the University of Pennsylvania
for their service in bringing to the University the
significant continental cinema and cultural
functions which we have enjoyed

Sincerely

Steve Pegal
Mike Canfield
Richard Mokotoff
Fred Blyth
Bill Rouse
Buck Reeves
Allen Parks
Tom Pettigrew

Penn
Steve
Annenberg
Dennis
Bencich
M. DiNino
Underground
Stu. Board
Gray
Lenz
Lyra Popps
Carol Brooks

ASS’N Chairman
Advancement
Computer
Administrative Ass’t
Publications

We entitle you not only to inexpensive
first class train travel within thirteen West European countries, at
reasonable prices. In Great Britain, Britannia Pass gives you similar
benefits. Both must be purchased before you leave home.

ENTITLED TO EXTEND AB 
MOST HEARTLY THAN 
THANKS TO THE PR 
IDENT AND EXECUTIVE 
BOARD OF THE ROMANCE 
LANGUAGES CLUB OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNESII 
NIA FOR THEIR SERVICE 
IN BRINGING TO THE UNI 
VERSITY THE SIGNIFICANT 
CONTINENTAL CINEMA 
AND CULTURAL FUNCTION 
THAT WE HAVE ENJOYED

Sincerely

International ID Cards

As an American citizen you are eligible for unlimited
airline travel using your passport and an
International Student ID Card from SSA.

Eurail Pass

On your trip through Europe, you can take a real vacation.
With a leased car you can travel at your own speed on whatever
schedule you desire. Or use it for quick transportation between and
within your favorite cities. The International Driver’s License is available.

TO EXTEND OUR MOST HEARTLY THANKS TO THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ROMANCE LANGUAGES CLUB OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA FOR THEIR SERVICE IN BRINGING TO THE UNIVERSITY THE SIGNIFICANT CONTINENTAL CINEMA AND CULTURAL FUNCTIONS WHICH WE HAVE ENJOYED

Sincerely

Eurail Pass

As an American citizen you are eligible for unlimited
car travel within Europe, but also, student ships, trains, and student
shipping, at reasonable prices. In Great Britain, BritRail Pass gives you
similar benefits. Both must be purchased before you leave home.

Why Europe?

Art. . .History . . .Beautiful countryside and mountains . . .People . . .It is an education in itself.

WHAT TO SEE - THE HIGH SPOTS

London

Famed for its swinging and versatile nightlife...Westminster Abbey, Tower of London . . .And don’t miss the countryside around — the famed Cliffs of Dover...

Paris

Expensive. . .Beautiful. . .Many famed sights . . .Art of the recent past . . .Champagne at its best...

Copenhagen

Noted for the friendliest people in Europe . . .Georg Jensen Silver . . .Discover the rest for yourself...

Amsterdam

The Netherlands. . .See this planned country — planned from the reclaimed land to the economy. . .Another highspot of nightlife...

Italy . . .Home . . .Florence . . .Venice . . .More nightlife. . .Good food...Art at its best — where it all began...

Salzburg. . .Home of Europe’s best music festival...

Germany. . .Looking for a good boy on a camera. . .Excellent beers...


Athens. . .Land of Homer . . .The Acropolis. . .Stroll in ancient history and beauty...


Special Events

Saturday in Spain. . .Hurling in Ireland. . .Cricket in England. . .Quality soccer all over Europe...

Art. . .Paris and all of France. . .Florence, Rome, Venice. . .See Michaelangelo’s St. Peter’s. . .Germany. . .All homes of the greatest artists, past and modern...

Transportation

Cars.

On your trip through Europe, you can take a real vacation. With
a leased car you can travel at your own speed on whatever
schedule you desire. Or use it for quick transportation between and
within your favorite cities. The International Driver’s License is available.

Sincerely

Eurail Pass

As an American citizen you are eligible for unlimited
airline travel within Europe, but also, student ships, trains, and student
shipping, at reasonable prices. In Great Britain, Britannia Pass gives you similar
benefits. Both must be purchased before you leave home.

International ID Cards

As an American citizen you are eligible for unlimited
airline travel within Europe, but also, student ships, trains, and student
shipping, at reasonable prices. In Great Britain, Britannia Pass gives you similar
benefits. Both must be purchased before you leave home.

International Id Cards

As an American citizen you are eligible for unlimited
airline travel within Europe, but also, student ships, trains, and student
shipping, at reasonable prices. In Great Britain, Britannia Pass gives you similar
benefits. Both must be purchased before you leave home.
Engineering and Science at IBM

"You're treated like a professional right from the start!"

"The attitude here is, if you're good enough to be hired, you're good enough to be turned loose on a project," says Don Feistamel.

Don earned a B.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he's an Associate Engineer in systems design and evaluation at IBM. Most of his work consists of determining modifications needed to make complex data processing systems fit the specialized requirements of IBM customers.

Depending on the size of the project, Don works individually or in a small team. He's now working with three other engineers on part of an air traffic control system that will process radar information by computer. Says Don: "There are only general guidelines. The assignment is simply to come up with the optimum system."

Set your own pace

Recently he wrote a simulation program that enables an IBM computer to predict the performance of a data processing system that will track satellites. He handled that project himself. "Nobody stands over my shoulder," Don says. "I pretty much set my own pace."

Don's informal working environment is typical of Engineering and Science at IBM. No matter how large the project, we break it down into units small enough to be handled by one person or a few people.

Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future. He says, "My job requires that I keep up to date with all the latest IBM equipment and systems programs. With that broad an outlook, I can move into almost any technical area at IBM—development, manufacturing, product test, space and defense projects, programming or marketing."

Check with your placement office

If you're interested in engineering and science at IBM, ask your placement office for more information.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Villanova shoots to equal '68 showing

It's a super story.
It's a warm story.
It's an adventure story.
It's a suspense story.
It's a comedy story.
It's a war story.
It's a warm story.
It's a wild story.
It's a love story.
It's a moving story.
It's an elephant story.
It's a super story.

And I'm the hero.

OLIVER REED MICHAEL J. POLLARD
"HANNIBAL BROOKS"
A Michael Winner Film

RINGO FLOWERS
Tennessee's defending relay champ
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It's a warm story.
It's a wild story.
It's a love story.
It's a moving story.
It's an elephant story.
It's a super story.

And I'm the hero.

OLIVER REED MICHAEL J. POLLARD
"HANNIBAL BROOKS"
A Michael Winner Film

LOOK WHAT YOU CAN GET AWAY WITH NOW.
Ron White and Dave Pottrick have been named wrestling co-captains for the 1969-1970 season. Mons, a junior 135-pounder, and White, a senior 145-pounder, were co-captains of last year’s team. They will lead the Quakers into the heart of their 18-opponent schedule.

March, Pottrick’s senior year, will bring the teams to 141 points for the season, with 90 points coming from home, 49 away, and 12 on the road.

Stift will continue as wrestling captain. He is a junior 145-pounder and is the mainstay of the team. His work ethic and his determination to win will be the key to the team’s success.

Whitney, a senior 165-pounder, and Upper, a junior 175-pounder, will be given key roles in the team’s success.

The team will be guided by head coach John Godinger, who has compiled an almost equally impressive record for the year. His team has won 13 out of 17 meets, and he has been named the Ivy League Coach of the Year.

B Lite, July 21, 1969

Music From Big Pink

I'm an envelope.

Call 1-900-1090 for the price of tickets and information on the performance.

The Adams Cup battle on the Schuylkill and the Childs Cup races at Princeton.


The varsity’s second shell geared up for the 1969-1970 season.

The varsity’s second shell geared up for the 1969-1970 season.

The varsity’s second shell geared up for the 1969-1970 season.
Olympians dot individual events; Patrick, Richey, Flowers, to participate

By BOB SAVETT

The Penn Relays Carnival has always been considered one of the outstanding meets in track and field circles and this year's 151st edition is no exception. The meet will be another classic with many outstanding performances of Olympic caliber expected to compete.

"If last year's carnival can be used as a measuring stick, this year's spectacular should be about the same, as many of last year's individual victors return to defend their titles," confidently states Dr. Harry Bix, who was the varsity harrier (1500) and later was on to capture a gold medal in Mexico City, but many athletes also have improved their previous efforts.

The meet will feature the top athletes from the NCAA championships this winter.

- Urban Community College's Ron Scott and Bucknell's Don Taylor are the leading contenders in the 1500-meter run. Scott has been atop the list of the ten best harriers in the country, and his best time of 3:48.9 is currently the best mark in the NCAA.

The competition in field events is remarkably close. Last year's Penn Relays Millrose Indoor track and field meet was won by a group of harriers already discussed in this column. In 1968,_{...}